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KEY RATIos 01/2012

resuLts aCCorDing to profit anD 
Loss statement

reVenues 33.6
Increase year-on-year +30 %

eBitDa 4.6
Increase year-on-year +65 %

resuLts Befor taX 2.8
Increase year-on-year +170 %
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tHe rtt sHare 
at a gLanCe  

sHare 
CapitaL

4,400,904 EUR

Bloomberg Symbol R1T : GR

Reuters Symbol R1TGn.DE

ISIN / WKN DE0007012205/701220

Share class Name shares

Segment Entry standard Frankfurt

Shareholder structure

15.83 %
Free Float

40.71 %
Directors & 
Founders RTT

13.97 %
Balderton Capital

8.91 %
siemens 
Venture Capital

9.66 %
UBs (D) Equity Fund

10.92 %
Institutional 
Holdings

(as of 09/26/2012)
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Dear reaDers,  

 the debt crisis still has a firm grip on europe’s economy and capital 
markets in 2012. Despite the persistent insecurities, rTT looks back on a very 
successful first half of the year. revenues earned total up to 33.6 million euros – 
representing an increase of 30 percent compared to the first half of 2011. 

a strong order situation on the part of the automotive industry, as well as the 
successful realization of projects in additional industries, both contributed to 
this development. High order levels in both the asian and Us markets also 
had considerable impact. alongside with a healthy customer acquisition, the 
long-term collaboration with our regular clientele is the most essential pillar of 
rTT’s business success.

Our company’s positive overall business development is also reflected in the 
expansion of regional presences and subsidiaries, such as rTT Benelux. 
The new subsidiary opened its doors this year in June. On the group level, 
our staff count increased to about 600 employees from 35 nations as of 
august 2012.

Our event rTT excite established itself as an annual milestone on the calendars 
of software users and collaboration partners. For two days in late april, more 
than 800 expert visitors from 23 nations experienced the latest trends in 3D 
visualization technologies at over 60 demo stations in six theme lounges and 
within the first-class lecture and workshop program.

In July 2012, we announced a change in personnel on the managing board level 
and on the supervisory board: as of 12/31/2012, rTT co-founder and 
managing board member Christoph Karrasch will resign his operations role and 
retire from the board of managers. as a major shareholder and advisor, Mr. 
Karrasch will stay closely connected with our company. His managing board 
duties related to sales in the asia-Pacific region, as well as to the Fashion, 
sporting Goods & Luxury segment (FsL) will be assumed by roberto schettler, 
who will oversee all sales activities as of 01/01/2013.
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In the course of our annual general meeting of July 20, 2012, Dr. ralf schnell, 
CeO of the venture capital unit at siemens Financial services (sFs VC) and 
managing director of siemens Venture Capital GmbH, Munich, was elected 
successor to rudolf Ohnesorge.

Despite a slightly stagnant economic environment, we see clear indicators for 
continued growth for the second half of the year. several factors remain the 
driving forces of our business development: the advancing digitalization and 
virtualization throughout the process chain, incessant increasing efficiency 
pressure in product development and marketing, and the continuous demand 
for product variety and individualization.

We are glad that you join us on our exciting journey. Your trust incites us 
to expand our position continually as a leading innovator across all relevant 
markets and industries.

Munich, september 2012

 
rTT Managing Board

 
 
 

Ludwig a. Fuchs   Christoph Karrasch   roberto schettler
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Company

RTT CHALLENGEs 
THE oBJECTIVE 

WoRLD

 

When rtt was founded in munich in 1999, 3D realtime visualization 
was still in its infancy. since those days, the technology has undergone speedy 
development, and has won over the most important industries. today’s design, 
development, marketing and sales can’t be imagined without high-end 3D 
visualization, and an increasing number of business sectors are taking to the 
key technology that contributes to reducing innovation cycles significantly.

rtt has been instrumental in shaping the triumph of 3D visualization. today, 
the company is the internationally leading, one-stop provider of software, 
solutions and Cgi (Computer generated imagery) in the segment of profes-
sional, 3D visualization in realtime. rtt’s unique portfolio of cutting-edge 
technology, tailor-made complete solutions, and highly realistic Cgi is the 
foundation for individual applications and seamless process support.

Combined with long-standing experience, profound industry knowledge, and 
a singular concentration of skills, rtt’s holistic approach leads to sustainable 
optimization. By efficiently controlling the whole product lifecycle, we help our 
clients master the central challenges of globalization and digitalization 
across the entire enterprise.

in this respect, it is the consistent availability of rtt’s visualization platform 
that makes the difference: through targeted implementation of functionalities 
and interfaces, as well as through seamless integration of our software into 
the process landscape, rtt generates competitive advantages in efficiency and 
interdisciplinary synergy effects across the entire value-added chain. 
By visualizing construction data at an early stage, products can be developed 
quicker and at lower cost, while at the same time enabling an emotional 
and appealing presence in the market.

Realtime 
Technology AG
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With rtt, companies gain a strategic partner who opens up innovative 
ways towards an exciting digital brand experience – from the initial design 
stage all the way through to impressive marketing applications. global players 
entrust us with the realization of the most intricate projects that demand for 
all services to be delivered from a single source – from consulting, through 
conception and implementation of new workflows and company processes, 
to creation and content production.

With 14 locations worldwide, rtt is present in the most important 
growth markets. the largest and most respected companies in the automotive, 
aerospace and consumer goods industries rely on rtt for our reliable 
support and implementation of enterprise-wide projects. in addition to the 
diversity and quality of our portfolio, our breath of services and offerings 
have given our customers confidence in signing reoccurring projects. 

Company
realtime technology ag

RTT as 
strategic Partner

RTT Locations
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14
Locations WorldwideEmployees about 600
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Initial Public Offering

Average Growth in  
Revenues from 2001-2011Managing Board

LuDWig a. fuCHs 
CHristopH KarrasCH 

roBerto sCHettLer

(as of 09/26/2012)
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Company

sHARING EXPERIENCE 
AND KNoWLEDGE 

FoR FUTURE sUCCEss

THE 13TH ANNUAL, INDUsTRY LEADING EVENT FoR 
PRoFEssIoNAL 3D VIsUALIZATIoN, RTT EXCITE, INVITED 
oPINIoN LEADERs AND UsERs FRoM THE 3D VIsUALIZATIoN 
INDUsTRY To EXCHANGE THEIR EXPERIENCE AND KNoW-
LEDGE. oN APRIL 26TH AND 27TH, 2012, MUNICH´s KLEINE oLYMPIA-
HALLE PRoVIDED THE VENUE FoR MoRE THAN 800 VIsIToRs 
To DIsCUss THE LATEsT TRENDs, AND To EXPLoRE 
THE NUMERoUs BEsT-PRACTICE APPLICATIoNs oN DIsPLAY. 
THE BoTToM LINE: DEMAND FoR VIsUALIZATIoN soLUTIoNs 
CoNTINUEs To INCREAsE, AND A RIsING NUMBER oF 
INDUsTRIEs Is RECoGNIZING THE BENEFITs PUT FoRWARD BY 
THIs TECHNoLoGY. 

Impressions from 
Excite 2012
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Company
rtt excite 2012 & university program

at more than 60 demo stations in six theme lounges covering the 
entire product lifecycle, rtt staged a vast variety of practical industry solutions 
that cast a light on the future of high-end, 3D technologies and enterprise 
applications, as well as their benefits for design, development, engineering, 
marketing, and sales. technical workshops and high level presentations held 
by top speakers such as Daniel simon, the much-vaunted designer of Cosmic 
motors, Hollywood, completed the program in an optimal way, instigating 
animated discussions among the expert audience.

more buzz was created by the trend driven companies from the 
sporting goods and lifestyle segment. these companies vividly demonstra-
ted just how deeply 3D high-end visualization has embedded itself into the 
process chain at early design stages, and highlighted the fervent demand for 
the technology from sales departments, dealers and consumers. 

another regular part of the excite program was the prize ceremony 
for the rtt student awards that provides a forum for future professionals. 
the annual competition challenges universities, research teams and students 
around the world to put their most visionary study and research projects to 
the test. the two best entries of the categories funky Visualization and emer-
ging technology were awarded in front of the excite audience. During both 
days of the event, the winning projects were exhibited in the rtt future Lab, 
providing the winners with an opportunity to present their concepts to inte-
rested experts, and to make valuable contacts for their professional careers.

the student awards are a part of the rtt university program. throughout 
recent years, we have significantly increased our activities through networking 
opportunities with renowned faculties in the areas of computer graphics 
and industrial design. staging the awards and providing students with software 
licenses at a discounted prize are some of our company’s efforts to foster 
future professionals.

RTT Excite 2012

University Program

Daniel simon, automotive and Concept Designer in Hollywood

»TODaY, aLL WHaT seParaTes THe WOrK OF an 
InDIVIDUaL arTIsT FrOM THe InDUsTrY LeaDers Is 
PrODUCTIOn TIMe. THaT Has neVer HaPPeneD BeFOre. 
WHaT a reVOLUTIOnarY era We LIVe In. 
THe arTIsTIC LanDsCaPe BeCaMe a DeMOCraCY.«
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Company

CREATIVE 
EXCELLENCE— 

RTT sTIRs UP 
THE INDUsTRY

IN THE FIRsT HALF oF THE YEAR, RTT PREVAILED 
AGAINsT sTRoNG CoMPETIToRs IN TWo PREsTIGIoUs 
CoNTEsTs. FoR CLIENT PRoJECTs IN THE CATEGoRY CGI/
ANIMATIoN, oUR CREATIVE UNIT EARNED FoUR HIGHLY 
CoVETED AWARDs.

13



Company
awards

in mid-february, the Hanover-based international forum Design (if) granted 
its if Communication Design award 2012 in the Digital media category to rtt 
for the audi a6 showroom film, which had earned several prizes before. the 
annual contest is among the most acclaimed design competitions worldwide.

at this year’s Worldmediafestival for excellent modern media communication, 
more than 580 entries from 30 nations were fielded and judged: an 
independent panel of experts put their focus on precise targeting, as well as 
exquisite professional and technical know-how. for a convincing overall 
performance, rtt received three prizes. the a6 showroom film won in the 
animation:Computer category, and the virtual exhibition showroom developed 
exclusively for audi’s appearance at iaa 2011 prevailed in the Web:product 
presentations category. topping off rtt’s success, the a6 showroom film was 
awarded the highest accolade, the intermedia-globe grand award, as the 
best animation in the Web:category. 

the prestige of these awards underlines rtt’s creativity on which unique 
sophisticated projects emerge – casting a spell on the audience.

14
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1  Audi exhibited its model range in 
the virtual IAA trade fair showroom

2   The Audi A6 deconstructs into its 
components in the showroom movie, 
creating an aesthetically pleasing 
yet explosive view
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RTT´s CGI production allows 
the audience to sneak into 
tomorrow´s plane cabin

rtt Cgi

 CREATIVE 
VIsUALIZATIoN FoR 
FUTURE CoNCEPTs
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Reference Projects
airbus

UNDER THE UMBRELLA oF THE BDLI CoMPETENCY 
NETWoRK CABIN & CARGo, AIRBUs TEAMED UP WITH 
REPUTABLE sUPPLIERs To DEVELoP LANDMARK GUIDING 
PRINCIPLEs CoNVEYING AN INTELLIGENT APPRoACH To 
THE ENGINEERING oF FUTURE PLANE MoDELs. PRoVIDING 
INsIGHTs INTo ToMoRRoW´s PLANE CABIN, RTT 
VIsUALIZED THE DEsIGN VIsIoN CoNCEIVED BY THE AIRBUs 
INDUsTRIAL DEsIGN TEAM IN A FULL-CG FILM.

Cabin design and functionality are important competitive factors that have 
a decisive share in building an airline’s brand image. aircraft manufacturers 
and their suppliers are challenged to optimize their air carriers to meet 
future market demands regarding comfort, design and ergonomics. in due 
consideration of demographic tendencies, biological circumstances, and 
latest mobility trends, the BDLi workgroup developed 285 conceptual ideas 
that embrace all areas of interior design from seats through kitchens, 
lavatories and baggage handling systems, all the way to HVaC and enter-
tainment technologies. 

the focus was on increasing efficiency while simultaneously improving 
convenience within the existing constructive framework requirements. 
for its visualization of the workgroup’s design ideas, rtt chose a cartoon-
like look-and-feel to convey the studies’ conceptual character. the film, 
imagine innovations flying tomorrow, was used to present the concepts at 
Hamburg’s aircraft interiors expo in spring 2012. rtt also contributed a 
range of high-quality print images to the fair booth.

16



Audi City combines the best 
of two worlds — digital 
product presentation and 
personal contact with 
the dealer

rtt sales solution

AUDI CITY  
—CYBERsToRE oF 

THE METRoPoLIs

17



Reference Projects
audi

AUDI CITY MERGEs REALITY AND VIRTUALITY INTo 
A UNIQUE, HoLIsTIC BRAND EXPERIENCE. sINCE JULY 2012, 
THE FIRsT DIGITAL AUDI sHoWRooM IN LoNDoN ENABLEs 
CUsToMERs AND PoTENTIAL BUYERs To CoNFIGURE ALL 
AVAILABLE AUDI CAR MoDELs IN HUNDREDs oF MILLIoNs 
oF PossIBLE CoNsTELLATIoNs, AND To EXPLoRE THEM 
oN LIFE-sIZED PoWER WALLs. IN CLosE CoLLABoRATIoN 
WITH THE AUDI CITY PRoJECT TEAM AND oTHER PARTNERs, 
RTT CoNTRIBUTED CoNCEPTUAL, CREATIVE AND TECHNo-
LoGICAL sERVICEs To THE PRoJECT.

Based on the demands of audi’s marketing, rtt developed a test set-up 
concept for the audi a6 avant car model. the resulting production and 
implementation process provided the basis for the highly efficient realization: 
spanning data preparation, content production for the huge power walls, 
and integration of rtt’s realtime rendering and configuration technology 
into the multi-touch interfaces. 

especially for strategic brand development, interactive content at the point 
of sale is indispensable. 3D visualization opens up an unlimited diversity of 
combinations, providing dealers with intuitive tools to amplify and enhance 
the product experience.

using the core software Deltagen, rtt created the 3D master models and 
produced more than 1,000 films, as well as half a million of images for audi 
City. the solution enables a very efficient use of space, allowing audi to bring 
the four rings to the heart of the international metropolises. throughout 
the next years, audi plans to open other audi City stores all around the globe. 

18



rtt Cgi

FULL sPEED AHEAD  
—DETRoIT HITs 

THE RoAD WITH CGI
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3D high-end visualization from RTT 
enriches Detroit´s marketing content 
with a new look-and-feel



A sUBDIVIsIoN oF DAIMLER TRUCKs NoRTH 
AMERICA, DETRoIT (FoRMERLY DETRoIT DIEsEL) CoUNTs 
AMoNG THE LEADING MANUFACTURERs oF HIGH- 
PERFoRMANCE ENGINEs FoR THE DEMANDING Us HEAVY 
EQUIPMENT sECToR. IN oRDER To EXPAND THE RANGE 
oF UsEs FoR ITs MARKETING MATERIALs, THE CoMPANY 
ENTRUsTED RTT WITH THE PRoDUCTIoN oF HIGH-END 
3D VIsUALIZATIoNs FoR ITs LATEsT GENERATIoN oF 
PRIME MoVERs.

for each the DD13, DD15, and DD16 heavy-duty engines, rtt used existing 
CaD data to create three high-resolution print images, a 360-degree 
turntable, and an animated full-HD film, which showcase the most important 
innovations concerning fuel efficiency, longevity, end emission reduction 
in a clear and illustrative way. the result fully satisfied Detroit: rtt’s Cgi 
materials enable the engine manufacturer to stage technical aspects of its 
products in compliance with the brand’s inherent look-and-feel. Hence, 
the company is planning to produce additional assets in order to expand 
its image database, and to benefit from the comprehensive use of 3D 
visualization throughout print, web, trade shows, trainings and a vast range 
of other applications.

Reference Projects
Detroit 20



rtt Cgi

HoNDA CoNCEPT 
CAR MEETs 

HoLLYWooD  

Through dynamic image 
composition, the CG film 
accentuates the 
Concept S identity
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FoR THE DoNGFENG HoNDA CoNCEPT s VEHICLE, 
CREATED BY THE HoNDA DEsIGN sTUDIo AT WAKo AND 
PREsENTED AT THE BEIJING INTERNATIoNAL AUTo sHoW 
2012, RTT CREATED A PRoDUCT FILM THAT CoMBINEs A 
MYsTERIoUs LooK-AND-FEEL WITH A DIsTINCT HoLLY-
WooD NoTIoN.

rtt integrated the virtual realtime models of the Concept s into real-life 
landscape footage enhanced through Cgi, conveying a fresh brand 
message to the audience. in addition, the scenes were enriched through 
Chinese actors that were studio filmed by using green screen technology.

project coordination was performed in close collaboration with Honda’s 
design department. Within only two months, rtt japan completed the 
project from storyboarding to composing soundtrack and casting, through 
production to post production – proving its comprehensive capabilities 
as an end-to-end service provider.

Reference Projects
Honda 22



financials

MANAGING BoARD REPoRT
in the first half-year 2012, rtt’s revenues amounted to eur 33,573 k, 

representing a significant growth in revenue of 30 percent compared to 
the same period of the previous year (consolidated figures based on german 
gaap). the eBitDa increased to eur 4,610 k, representing a growth of 
65 percent.

the positive development spans all regions. in europe (+33 percent), asia 
(+22 percent) and the u.s. (+20 percent), sales were significantly increased. 
at the same time, a positive eBit was realized in all regions as well.

the sales growth, the increased profitability and significantly shortened 
payment cycles (from 101 to 77 days) resulted in an increase in the operating 
cash flow to eur 4,261 k (eur -2,708 k in the same period of the previous 
year). Despite significantly increased investment activities, the cash position 
could be strengthened further. at the reporting date (june 30, 2012), liquid 
assets and marketable securities of eur 13,349 k were at rtt’s disposal (eur 
10,901 k in the same period of the previous year).

Based on the higher investment activities, non-current assets increased by 31 
percent to eur 13,371 k compared to the same period of the previous year. Due 
to the strong growth in revenue, current assets also increased by 13 percent to 
eur 33,583 k. these figures are complemented by liabilities amounting to eur 
16,293 k and an equity capital totaling up to eur 30,661 k, corresponding to 
an increase in the equity ratio of 15 percent compared to the same period of the 
previous year.

1 HY 2012 1 HY 2011

revenue 33,573 25,916 +30 %

eBitDa 4,610 2,800 +65 %

net profit ratio 8 % 5 %

1 HY 2012 1 HY 2011

oper. Cash flow 4,261,030 -2,708,226 +257 %

Working Capital 19,219 18,056 +6 %

Dso 77 101 -24 %

1 HY 2012 1 HY 2011

investment intensity 28 % 26 %

Current assets intensity 72 % 74%

Balance sheet total 46,955 39,810 18 %
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GRoUP PRoFIT AND Loss 
sTATEMENT

CoNsoLIDATED ACCoRDING To HGB 1 HY 2012 
k EUR

1 HY 2011
k EUR

1. revenues 33,573 25,916

2.  own work capitalized 1,392 1,239

3. other operating income 639 437

4. Cost of purchased materials and services 5,247 3,486

5. personnel expenditure 19,382 15,678

6. other operating expenditure 6,365 5,628

EBITDA 4,610 2,800

7. Depreciation and amortization
     on intangible and tangible assets 1,874 1,509

EBIT 2,736 1,292

8. interest income and expenses 56 -257

Result before tax 2,792 1,035

9. taxes on income and profit 1,057 608

10. other taxes 3 2

Annual surplus 1,732 425

11. share of minority interests loss -1 49

Net income 1,732 474

shares per 06/30/2012 per 06/30/2011

Preliminary revenue per share (EUR) 0.39 0.11

Financials
managing Board report & group profit and Loss statement

Looking out to the second half of 2012, we expect continuation of growth, 
coupled with rising investments in personnel as well as in technical equipment.

at the end of the first half of the year 2012, the company held 30,026 treasury 
shares, valued at an average of 19.19 eur.

munich, september 2012 

rtt managing Board

Ludwig a. fuchs         Christoph Karrasch   roberto schettler
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financials

BALANCE sHEET 
As oF 30 JUNE 2012 

AssETs 1 HY 2012
k EUR

1 HY 2011 
k EUR

1. Cash and cash equivalents 8,659 4,534

2. short-term investments/marketable securities 4,689 6,367

3. trade receivables 14,274 14,581

4.  inventories 3,121 2,136

5. Deferred expenses and accrued 
     income and other assets 2,840 2,005

Total current assets 33,583 29,623

1. tangible assets 4,934 3,735

2. intangible assets 7,619 5,712

3. financial assets 0 0

4. shareholdings 818 740

Total non-current assets 13,371 10,187

 Total assets 46,955 39,810

EQUITY AND LIABILITIEs 1 HY 2012
k EUR

1 HY 2011
k EUR

1. trade liabilities 2,036 2,005

2. accruals 5,516 4,202

3. accrued expenses and 
     accrued income and other assets 6,812 5,360

Total current liabilities 14,364 11,568

1. pension accrual 236 178

2. Deferred tax liabilities 1,488 765

3. Liabilities to credit institutes 206 583

Total non-current liabilities 1,929 1,526

1. subscribed capital 4,401 4,285

./. nominal value of own shares -30 0

2. issued share capital 4,371 4,285

3. Capital reserve 14,580 13,817

4. retained earnings 8,874 5,671

5. minority interests 369 584

6. Currency translation adjustments -99 -93

7. revaluation reserve -84 -137

8. unappropriated retained earnings 2,651 2,589

Total equity and liabilities 46,955 39,810
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financials

BALANCE sHEET 
As oF 30 JUNE 2012 
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financials

GRoUP CAsH FLoW sTATEMENT 
1 HY 2012 CoNsoLIDATED

1 HY 2012
k EUR

1 HY 2011
k EUR

net income 1,732 474

+ Depreciation 1,874 1,509

+ gain/loss from disposal of fixed assets 40 9

+/– increase/decrease in accruals 1,223 64

–/+ increase/decrease in trade receivables -1,879 -5,744

+/– increase/decrease in trade liabilities -1,850 -1,213

+/– increase/decrease of other liabilities 2,733 2,021

+/– exchange-rate related changes 388 173

Cash flow from continuing operations 4,261 -2,708

+ proceeds from fixed assets disposals 3 9

– payments for investments in fixed assets 
(without goodwill) -3,596 -2,404

– payments for purchase of shares in affilia-
ted companies -20 0

– payments related to purchase of shares in 
affiliated companies 0 0

+/– exchange-rate related changes -53 9

Cash flow from investing activities -3,666 -2,386

+/– proceeds from/payments to company 
owners (dividends, purchase of own shares, 
equity repayments, other payouts) -267 49

+ proceeds from capital increase and share-
holder grants 0 240

– payments to minority shareholders 0 0

– repayments of borrowings -40 295

+/– exchange-rate related changes 6 0

Cash flow from financing activities -301 584

Changes in cash and cash equivalents 294 -4,509

+/– exchange-rate related changes in funds 103 -338

+ Cash and cash equivalents 
at the beginning of the period 12,951 15,748

Cash and cash equivalents at 
the end of the period 13,349 10,901

Financials
Balance sheet & Cash flow consolidated 26
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imprint

Contact
realtime technology ag
rosenheimer str. 145
D-81761 munich
Phone +49 (0)89 200 275 0
Fax +49 (0)89 200 275 200
E-Mail info@rtt.ag
Web www.rtt.ag

Registry Court
munich District Court

Corporate Registration Number
HrB 125910
Vat number De 812717475

Legal Notices
the trademarks and copyrights for logos, images and text are held by 
realtime technology ag. all trademarks, names and brands mentioned 
in this document are the property of their respective owners.
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the german version of the rtt general terms and Conditions of Business 
(agB) applies. 
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